Each year we make billions of computing devices and put them into nearly every significant thing we manufacture. In a few short years, that number will reach into the trillions. We are quickly learning how to make those processors communicate with each other, and with us. What does it mean when your doors, your windows, even your walls, have an API? When they all stream billions of bits of information from trillions of connections? When that happens, the very idea of computing will be turned inside out. Instead of information being “in” computers; people, products and cultures will begin to live “in” the information. In a world with trillions of computing devices, complexity will be inevitable. But untamed, malignant complexity is not. The organizations who thrive will do so by weaving an ecology of information that creates business value from architectural system designs and market forces. Mickey McManus, President and CEO of MAYA Design, will talk about the intersection of design, technology, and business in the Age of Trillions.